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Because Ronin® was born from a need that 
existed within the South African grain handling  
industry it’s survival has, for most part of its  
early years, been dependant on the needs of that  
market. But survival is not an ideal situation. For 
an organisation to truly thrive, growth is required.

Growth requires that a company exceeds the needs of it’s  
current market as well as identify and explore new markets, 
territories and opportunities without creating a conflict of 
interests between it’s current and future customer base. 
From a  brand point of view this process often goes 
unmanaged, simply because diversification is a process that 
consumes all of the time and resources of an organisation. 
Thus, as focus expands, one of the first casualties of 
expansion is often brand.

When Ronin® began expanding beyond it’s primary 
market it entered a growth phase. Ronin’s® response to it’s 
own growth was to divide itself into 3 distinctly separate  
companies in order to meet the needs of new  
markets without adversely affecting it’s activities in it’s  

primary market. Due to this decentralisation the brand became fragmented as each company vectored off into 
its own direction.

Brand fell by the wayside leaving the sectioned off Ronin® companies to each invest identity into products 
and services as identifiers in their respective markets. Only later would bloat and fluctuations in the product 
baskets reveal a fundamental flaw in the status quo. A company needs a solid brand foundation to build an 
identity on. Sadly products and services does not a brand make. Furthermore, if these elements are mercurial 
the opposite would be affected; a brand will be eroded. 

This lack of identity necessitated an effort to steer the Ronin® companies back towards a centralised 
brand in order to DE-FRAG it’s ID, or rather, I should say, it’s CID (Corporate Identity). Three steps were  
necessary in order to bring about unification. The first order of business was to re-establish the Ronin® brand. 
This is a constantly ongoing effort that can only be affected by returning prominence to the Ronin® brand 
and shifting focus away from that of OEM’s and individual company designators. The second step was to  
consolidate all products and services, regardless of manufacturer or supplier, under identifiers exclusive to 
the Ronin® brand and not those of external agencies. This was achieved by creating and integrating the 
solution icons into the Ronin® brand, thus lending anchor and harbour to products and services. The third 
and final step, one that is being implemented in alignment with aforementioned brand unification, is the  
homogenization of all the Ronin® branded companies. A single brand that is fully representative of all the 
products, services and solutions that each company offers it’s diverse markets was the only solution. In  
summation the ultimate goal of our realigned brand strategy is to establish one solution focused company 
with one brand as global representation. 

Ronin® has changed and is no longer a purveyor of services and products. We are a solutions company. This 
re-launched electronic magazine that you are viewing is representative of this consolidation and expansion of 
markets. Other media and marketing apparatus will follow suit.

Today the monotone grey Ronin® brand is a highly recognisable banner under which our solution icons 
rally the products, systems and services that we apply to deliver viable solutions focused on delivering  
control, productivity, security and safety into the hands of our global customer base.

E. Herridge. Ronin® Marketing.

TIME TO DE-FRAG THE ID

For feedback or information on this electronic marketing publication please mail: edward@roningms.com
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The GLOBAL SOLUTION ICON. Representative of our complete solution portfolio as well as
our solution focused ideology. Now forms part of our corporate identity as the corporate icon.

ICON INDICATING BULK INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS for SILO BINS or GRAIN ELEVATORS. 
Applicable solutions are ART Lite, ART, ARTEMIS, AIMS and  CIMBRIA.

ICON INDICATING BULK INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS for BUNKERS and FLAT STORES. 
Applicable solutions are ARTEMIS and AIMS.

ICON INDICATING BULK INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS on OPEN AIR STOCKPILES. Applicable 
solutions are ARTEMIS and AIMS.

ICON INDICATING PORT SIDE SERVICES. Applicable services AIMS SURVEY SOLUTION & CARGO 
SUPERINTENDENCE.

ICON INDICATING MARINE SERVICES. Applicable services AIMS SURVEY SOLUTION. 

ICON INDICATING  ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS for DESKTOP, ON/IN-LINE constituent analysis of various organic 
and in-organic materials such as GRAINS, FEEDS and MINERALS. Applicable products Bruins, Q-interline, DICKEY-
john, Zeiss, Sinar and Branscan. 

ICON INDICATING PRECISION FARMING SOLUTIONS. Applicable products Trimble, DICKEY-john, Farmworks, 
RDS, Weedseeker, Greenseeker and Blaxtair.

ICON INDICATING VEHICLE MOUNTED WEIGHING SOLUTIONS. Applicable products from RDS.

ICON INDICATING SECURITY, ALARM & CAMERA SOLUTIONS. Applicable products AgCam, Blaxtair 
and Art Alarm.!
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A SOLUTION ICON REFRESHER

Click on the icons to navigate to relevant web pages
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BRIEF RONIN® COMPANY PROFILE
Ronin® provides a wide range of solutions in 
Southern Africa and internationally. 

Each subsidiary Ronin® branded company provides 
focussed products and services to either a specific  
industry or area. Currently our agricultural subsidiary   
services approximately 40 appointed distributors.  

Ronin’s® primary areas of business are: Automated Bulk 
Inventory Quantity and Management Systems, Bulk 
Quantity Determination Services, Post Harvest Analyti-
cal Solutions, Pre-Harvest Precision Farming Systems, 
Port/Marine Superintendence and Services, On-board 
weighing systems and pedestrian detection systems. 

Ronin® is experienced with all of the major mineral, 
metals and grain types as well as sugar and fertiliser. 
Additionally the company also provide systems and 

services for both flat and vertical stores as well as on open air stockpiles.

Ronin’s Head Office is in Johannesburg, where it maintains a 1000m2 facility inclusive of Machine 
shop and Laboratory. Additionally Ronin® also maintain offices in Buenos Aires, Cape Town and Rich-
ards Bay. Jointly Ronin® represents 11 International Instrument Manufacturers. 

One of Ronin’s® core business principles is that if the company represents a product commercially 
it to be represented technically as well. The result of this is that all products supplied by Ronin® will 
be installed, serviced, calibrated and or repaired by or under the supervision of an OEM factory 
trained technician, using tools and or parts sourced from or manufactured by the Original Equipment  
Manufacturer (OEM) in accordance with the workshop manuals and procedures as supplied and 
required by the OEM.

Ronin® maintains mechanical, electronic and software design and manufacture capability in 
order that the company may produce proprietary products to satisfy specific specialised 
market requirements. 
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ART® PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE
ART® is Ronin’s® proprietary bulk commodity inventory management software that acts as 
the front-end to all installed Ronin® bulk inventory solutions.

ART® offers a user friendly graphic interface and reporting functionality. This software 
platform is installed on a site PC, which is located on the clients network. Therefore ART® 
is available to all personnel that are allowed access to information. All ART® installations 
are customized to represent the host site layout and lists all storage vessels/stockpiles 
on the system. 

ART® enables the user to input a bulk density to be applied to each product/stock-
pile. This enables ART® to report all values in a tonnage format. Information provided 
by ART® includes site summaries by grade and detailed information of individual 
storage vessels/stockpiles, grading information and comms.  

All reporting is published through ART® to the client via CSV files.

www.roningms.com

www.roningms.com
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MANAGING COVERED STORAGE

Bulk commodities are stored in flat warehouses and bunkers primarily to reduce the risks inherent to outdoor storage. 
Furthermore this storage method facilitates ease of storage and movement of stock, both factors limited by in bin  
storage. With ease of movement and storage comes the elevated risk of stock losses. If commodities stored in this  
manner are not effectively managed the advantages of under cover storage will be mitigated by the inevitable losses 
that will occur over extended storage periods.

To effectively manage bulk commodities stored in warehouses and bunkers a new kind of inventory management solution is 
required. One that is able to deliver volumes at the push of a button and allow for the balancing of book values to actual stock 
at the end each day. To achieve this level of control more than just hardware is required. Effective software is crucial. Ronin® 
provides such a solution in the guise of the ARTEMIS® 300.

ARTEMIS® 300 is a multi-axis laser scanner coupled with Ronin’s® proprietary ART® software that is capable of accurately 3D sur-
face mapping the contents of a warehouse or bunker as a single unit or in network with multiple units, dependant of the size of 
the storage area. Furthermore, the ART® software; developed over a decade of involvement in the bulk storage industries, al-
lows for the incorporation of content bounds and floor configurations, which further ensures that the stock you scan is the stock 
you have and therefore all volumes reported are highly accurate. This solution can be applied to any commodity in storage,  
regardless if it be mineral or organic. All stock information is recorded allowing for the periodical analysis of trends. If you are 
looking for an effective bulk commodity management solutions then the ARTEMIS® 300 is the system that you should be thinking 
about.

Now a further consideration should be the  Ronin® RDS on-board weighing solution.  This solution offers you an enhanced level 
of control by reaching out beyond the boundaries of the storage area and extending your control to the vehicles operating on 
site. Ronin® RDS on-board weighing solutions allows each vehicle on the storage site as well as any in the production chain 
to not only register loads but also to report and record each load. The impact of this is multi tiered and benefits range from 
elevated safety to increased productivity and effective asset management.

Incorporate these two Ronin® solutions into your management tool set and complete control will be at your finger tips 24/7 
365 days a year. Not even a bucket load will go unnoticed.

ARTEMIS® 300 and RDS are Ronin® solutions. For further information on our range of solution please contact: 
+27 (0) 11 608 3666 or visit our website at: www.roningms.com.

www.roningms.com

www.roningms.com
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES. NEW SOLUTIONS

Our newest ARTEMIS® 300 solution consists out of the ARTEMIS® 300 scanner, a control/communication box and a dedicated PC 
on-site running proprietary ART® and AIMS® software.  

The ARTEMIS® 300 scanner takes an average of 10500 point measurements on a surface per individual scanning cycle and offers 
exceptional accuracies when utilised to quantify hard and soft bulk commodities. The ARTEMIS® 300 solution can function with a 
single scanner or multiple scanners in network, as required by the surface area of the commodity.  Scans can be scheduled (I.e. for 
change of shifts), cycled or performed on demand. To enhance accuracy the ARTEMIS® 300 solution is customised to each client 
and application by factoring in the amount of points sourced per square metre, density of the points and the scan patterns of each 
ARTEMIS® 300 installation. The primary advantages of 300 series laser is that it is able to operate in high saturation environments 
over distances of 300m. The implication of this is that the scanner is fully functional during daylight hours and can be used to 
scan accurate 3D surface maps of outdoor stock piles.

The proprietary ART® and AIMS® software element of the ARTEMIS® 300 solution calculates volumes, publishes reports and 
provides a graphic interface. The PC running this software is usually located on the clients’ network for easy distribution of data 
to all relevant personnel. Scan results are immediately available on completion of a scan cycle and no additional calibrations or  
calculations are necessary post scan as all ‘spikes’ or irregular points were eliminated automatically by the software. The software 
also enables bulk densities to be applied to the calculated volumes, enabling reporting of bulk in tonnages. The software also 
allows for comprehensive ‘contents bounds’ to be built into the system for each individual storage vessel/area on the network. 
Flooring, walling, discharge points and structures are configured into the system, enabling accurate volumetric calculations for each 
of these bulk storage vessels of areas. 

Further features enhancing the software includes management facilities such as automatic Daily Reconciliations between 
actual physical bulk and pertaining book values and a Head Office Awareness Element that networks multiple sites for complete 
stock management and planning. Further integrations are also available to those clients requiring custom functionality in terms of  
applying weighted averages of grading, such as moisture, bulk densities and sizing applicable to each individual stockpile or  
storage vessel on the network. 

ARTEMIS® 300 literally places the control over your bulk right at your fingertips.

www.roningms.com

www.roningms.com


A PERMANENTLY 
INSTALLED STOCK-PILE 
VOLUME MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION BY RONIN®

 management 
 supported. 

FOR A QUOTE CONTACT:
+27 (0) 11 608 3666 OR E-MAIL:
OFFICE@RONINGMS.COM
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LEGAL COMPLIANCE MADE PROFITABLE

In a recent development the National Department of Transport published a Twenty Second Regulation 
Amendment in the Government Gazette (No 38142 published on 31 October 2014) which included changes 
requiring not only the monitoring of total weighs but also that of individual axle loadings. Furthermore  
accurate record keeping was also stipulated. Regulations 330A to 330D are of specific importance to the 
transport industry as they will have the greatest impact on how the new amendment will be regulated.
 
Regulations 330A-330D briefly outlined:
 
1. Henceforth a consignor will be required to apply a method of establishing the mass of a vehicle and any axle or 
 axle unit of such vehicle in order to ensure that such vehicle axle or axles are not overloaded.

2. A consignor is now by law required to keep a thorough record of the mass of every load transported from his or 
 her premises.

3. Furthermore such records must be available for inspection to any traffic officer or person appointed as  
 contemplated in the Act.

As daunting as the new laws might seem they are easily mitigated with the installation of the RDS Axlog Alpha. This particular 
Ronin® on-board weighing solution addresses each of legal requirements outlined in the article above to ensure that you 
can comply to the new regulations without breaking a sweat. With the Axlog Alpha installed on your trucks all individual axle 
weights and total weights will be measurable, recordable and available for inspection on demand. As an added bonus the 
elevated levels of productivity will also ensure that there will be a profit to be made.

For more information on this and other Ronin® RDS on-board weighing solutions please contact Ronin® 
telephonically: (011) 608 3666 or visit our web site: www.roninpfs.com

 

www.roninpfs.com

www.roninpfs.com
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RONIN® RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
Early January 2015 Mr. Matthew Brownson, MD of the  
Ronin® group of companies, was proud to reveive the 
coveted TRIMBLE® TOP PERFORMER award for re-seller of 
the year of 2014.

We are proud to have received this accolade in confirmation of our  
position as one of the top precision agriculture companies in 
Southern Africa.

Look out for us at the NAMPO harvest day festival held  
12-15 May 2015. We will be attending in a big way this 
year as the primary representative for TRIMBLE® and 
DICKEY-john® at the show. 

Ronin®  Precision Farming Systems is a proud member of the 
Ronin®   branded group of companies.

www.roninpfs.com

www.roninpfs.com
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WAT IS PRESISIE BOERDERY NOU EINTLIK?

Deesdae hoor ´n mens die term presisie boerdery nogals redelig gereëld, maar wat beten dit nou eintlik? Baie boere, wat tot 
nou toe nog heel goed oor die weg gekom het met traditionele boerdery tegnieke, is verstaanbaar skepties oor die hele saak. 
´n Mens voel as of die manne jou ´n gat in die kop probeer praat met terme soos GPS, GLONASS, basis stasies, varieërende 
toediening en opbreng beheer. En dan wil hulle jou ook nog kom vertel van trekkers wat hulle self op die land ry! 

Dit alles klink na ´n bogspul wat die klomp knoeiers aan ´n mens probeer afsmeer. Die klomp herhinder ´n mens aan daai manne wat deur tot deur gaan 
om stofseiers ten duurste aan ́ n mens te probeer afsmeer. Hulle masjiene is mos altyd die beste in die wêreld maar tog werk die ou goedkoop stofseiertjie 
wat julle by die hipermark vir ´n appel en ´n ui gekoop het heel goed, dankie.

Laat ek u gerus stel. Presisie boerdery is nie net nog ´n evolusie van die deur tot deur stofseier bemarkings tegniek nie. Dit kom nou al ´n paar lang jare aan 
en het ontwikkel uit die behoefte wat grootskaal kommersiële boere in Amerika en Europa gehad het om so veel as moontlik opbrengs uit hulle lande te 
win met so min as moontlik inset. Om dit te kon doen moes hulle ´n paar baie slim plannetjies gemaak het. Dit was duidelik dat die bestaande tegnieke 
net nie die ding sou kon doen nie. Meer beheer oor die insette was nodig. Meer presisie was nodig. Die boere wou weet waar elke saad neer gesit word 
en ook presies waar en hoeveel bemesting op die land benodig sou word. Dan ook, as dit nodig geraak het, presiese beheer uitofen oor waar en hoeveel 
onkruid en insekdoder toegedien word in hulle lande. As die hele storie afgehandel is wou hulle ook weet waar die lande die meeste opbrengs gelewer 
het om dan sodoende die dele wat nie na gelang gelewer het nie dan te bemes soos nodig. 

Dit vat nie ́ n Einstein om uit te werk dat al hierdie presisie slegs moontlik sou gewees het met die hulp van so bietjie slim tegnologie. Dis nou waar die hele 
presisie boerdery ding in kom. Met behulp van satilliet navigasie het dit moontlik geraak om te ploeg en plant in presise reguit lyne. Aanboord rekenaars 
het ook met die tyd ontwikkel om hierdie satteliet korreksie syn te benut om nie net die trekker te stuur nie maar ook om varieërende toediening te doen 
waar nodig. Varieërende toediening verleen n´mens presiese beheer oor wat jy waar neer sit op die land. Hierdie tegnologie het dit moontlik gemaak 
om saad in presiese lyne met presiese spasiering in die land neer te sit, bemesting te plaas net waar dit nodig is en om ongkruid en insek doder slegs te 
plaas waar dit effektief sal wees. Deesdae is presisie boerdery ´n gevorderde wetenskap wat bewysbare resultate met die jare deur gelewer het. Duidelik 
nie net nog n “fancier vacuum cleaner” nie. Die verduideliking hier bo is natuurlik ´n vereenvoudiging van ´n baie ingewikkelde sisteme en funktionalityd 
is definitief nie beperk tot die basiese riglyne soos hier bo gestel. Daar is te veel toepassings om in hierdie kort artikeltjie te noem.

As n medium to groot kommersiele boer maak dit finansiele sin om te belê in presisie boerderye sisteme, veral as u in ag neem dat om doeltreffend te 
meganiseer presisie boerdery ´n moet is. Ronin Presisie Boerdery Sisteme in venootskap met Trimble, DICKEY-john en RDS is tans een van die leiers in 
die veld van Presisie boerdery in Suid-Afrika. Ons het 8 jare se ondervinding met die presisie boerdery en is al goed geskool in hoe om ons sisteme op u 
plaas, vir u te laat werk. As u meer wil uitvind oor die meerdoelig applikasies wat ons presisie boerdery sisteme u kan bied kan u gerus ons skakel 
by 011 308 3666. www.roninpfs.com. Vertrou Ronin PFS om u te help om die toekoms in te boer.

www.roninpfs.com

www.roninpfs.com


The past decade of development 
in geo-positioning satellite tech-
nologies gave rise to a myriad of 
industries, amongst them that of 
precision agriculture, which fun-
damentally changed the way we 
do things on the farm. 

When last did you have to consult a 
map to find an address? The ability 
to accurately determine your posi-
tion on the surface of the earth allows 
the little GPS system in your car to  
direct you, without any fuss, to where 
you want to be. Trimble®, a leader 
in the field of precision agriculture, 
develops systems and software that  
utilizes the same principles as the 
GPS system in your car, to empower 
and assist farmers with the effective 
and profitable management of their 
farming activities.

The ability to plough GPS assisted 
straight lines over long distances 
with Trimble® automated steering 
systems, is just one of the minor  
benefits that are on offer. Being able 
to accurately record and follow those 
lines with minimal deviation year after 
year is what lies at the heart of Trim-

ble® precision agriculture. This crucial 
characteristic of Trimble® naviga-
tion systems not only minimizes soil  
compaction but more importantly 
represents a level of accuracy that al-
lows for the creation of detailed maps 
of the farm that record and reflecting 
temporal, spatial and a multitude of 
other variables such as crop type, 
crop yield, terrain features, organic 
matter content, moisture levels, nitro-
gen levels, pH balance and numerous 
other, as the farmer’s need dictates 
and emergent technologies enable.

Accurate data is the fuel that drives 
the engine of precision agriculture 
and therefore it was evident to Ronin® 
that the modern farmer needs to har-
vest more than just the physical crop 
that is on the field to be successful, 
they also need to harvest the data 
that the field offers them. In order to 
accommodate this need Ronin® in-
corporated specialized sensor tech-
nologies such as crop yield monitors, 
variable rate for seeders and sprayers 
and real-time, vehicle mountable, 
sensors measuring everything from 
NDVI levels to prescription mapping 
variable rate applications into the 

companies’ solution basket. Hand 
portable systems were also incorpo-
rated to assist the farmer on the go.

Today precision agriculture is an 
established farming practice in the 
first world and a fast growing industry 
amongst commercial farmers in South-
ern Africa and many other developing 
countries. Many have seen for them-
selves the value of farming two crops 
on one field. Give us a call and reap the 
benefits yourself. 

Ronin® PFS, is a region representative 
for Trimble®, DICKEY-john®, RDS® tech-
nologies, Greenseeker® and Weedseek-
er® and has eight years of experience 
with precision agriculture in Southern 
Africa. Ronin® PFS is uniquely posi-
tioned to provide local farmers with all 
the key systems and software, described 
in this article, required to effectively  
apply precision agriculture practices on 
the Southern African farm. 

Visit our website for further informa-
tion on our systems: www.roninpfs.com 
or contact us on: 011 608 3666 if you 
would like to find a Ronin® re-seller in 
your area.

HARVESTING TWO “CROPS” FROM ONE FIELD
A BROAD OVERVIEW OF PRECISION FARMING
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1) BUFFER PILE
Daily check weight 

of production

3) PRODUCT
BLENDING

Batch blending of
materials

4) STOCK
YARD

Daily check weight
of input materials

5) TRUCK/
RAIL

Daily check weight 
of out going materi-

Confirm with weigh 
bridge weighing

2) WASH/
CRUSHER 

PLANT
Daily check weight 
of input materials

1

2

3

4
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On-board weighing is an effective productivity tool that:

 Ensures vehicles are loaded correctly first time, 
 eliminating back & forth trips to weighbridge, reducing  
 weighbridge cues

 Verifies that weight is consistent with weighbridge

 Runs reports on a daily/weekly or monthly basis for 
 tonnage moved/vehicle abuse/operator efficiency

 Reduces vehicle movements onsite and increases 
 site safety

 Reduced fuel usage & machine & tyre wear

 Check-weighs incoming/outgoing goods

 Enables stock management

 Speeds up operations

What benefits do on-board weighing offer mining?
RDS on-board weighing systems deliver precise weighing  
ensuring faster turn around time and human error.
NO MORE GUESTIMATING / FINGER COUNTING OF BUCKETS.

A further valuable function performed by RDS on-board  
weighing systems is the monitoring/management of machines 
at risk by reporting operation statistics to assist with supervision 
of assets. This minimises maintenance and break-downs caused 
by factors such as driver abuse. RDS systems also reduces driver 
fatigue/stress and minimises possible accidents.

If you are looking for bottom line saving resulting from fuel, 
production, machine wear and operator efficiency managment. 
the RDS is the productivity solution for you.

WHAT IS ON-BOARD WEIGHING?
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ON-BOARD WEIGHING AT THE MINE
Modern Mining operations demand an increase in productivity and the lowering of production 
cost in order to deliver a sustainable profit. This can only be achieved by adopting and integrat-
ing the correct technological solutions into the production process. To determine the viability of 
a technology three criteria must be observed:

  Human error can be considred the primary criteria that any productivity solution must adress and elliminate in order for it to 
 be considered viable. With RDS on-board weighing your drivers and vehicles are under constant surveylance to reduce risk on all assets.

  Management tools are the second criteria to be considered in relation to the running of day to day production. RDS on-board 
 weighing provides real-time monitoring of day to day produciton ensuring that the information you need is always at your fingertips. 

  Precise reporting is the final criteria that is required in order for business evaluation and well future growth planning. With RDS 
 on-board weighing all data is transferable from machine to office and vice versa to facilitate ease of reporting.

Ronin® RDS on-board weighing solutions. Viable technology where you need it

www.roninpfs.com

www.roninpfs.com


So often the needs of a client are overlooked in a port environment, due to the sheer 
scope of the ports various operations. We then ask ourselves the following questions:

 What surety does the client have that his stock is where it should be?

 Our service aims to answer these questions and provide the client with the peace of mind  
 that their product is in good hands.

Contact us for a consultation or quote today: +27 (0) 35 788 0600

PAGE 12BACK TO CONTENTS www.roninims.com

WHAT IS PORTSIDE SERVICES?
Services that entail the physical deployment of 
our cargo monitors on-site to perform a number 
of activities such as:

www.roninims.com


This offer is exclusive to Ronin® PFS South Africa and is val id unti l  1 May 2015 or unti l  stocks are depleted. E&OE. i -Pad version may vary. 
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Contact +27 (0) 11 608 3666 and find the your nearest re-seller!

EXCLUSIVE PRECISION FARMING BUNDLE

GET THE COMPLETE RONIN® & TRIMBLE® 
PRECISION FARMING SOLUTION TODAY!

THE BUNDLE OFFER 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS & FEATURES ARE INCLUDED IN THIS OFFER:

® CFX-750 In-Cab Display
® Mini with Trimble® Precision 

 Farming App loaded.
® CenterPoint® Signal

  
CONTACT YOUR NEAREST RONIN® RE-SELLER TO QUALIFY FOR OUR 
EXCLUSIVE LIMITED TIME LAUNCH PRICE OFFER! STOCKS ARE LIMITED.

FURTHER BOLT ON OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Contact you nearest Ronin® re-seller to enquire about the following bolt on 
options that are available: EZ-Pilot | Auto Pilot | Fixed IQ Variable Rate | Fixed IQ Planter 
Solution. Other options available on request. 
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